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SmallPea ClipEditor is a lightweight and
portable tool that monitors all text copied, thus
facilitating a Clipboard history and manager. It
gives you the possibility to organize the clips in
different categories, in order to keep track of
your work and easily retrace your steps if you
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forget something. Portable tool with a simple
GUI Since there is no installation involved, you
can save the.exe file in any part of the hard disk

or copy it to a USB flash drive, in order to
launch SmallPea ClipEditor on any computer. It
doesn't add new entries to the Windows registry.
When it comes to the interface, the application
needs some improvements, as the main window

has rudimentary graphical elements which
remind us of older editions of Windows.

Capture and manage text clips The Clipboard
monitoring tool is automatically enabled at

startup and adds new text clips to the list as soon
as they're copied. It's possible to auto-scroll this
list, split clips into different categories, as well
as edit them using any external word processor
you have installed. Furthermore, you can get rid
of unnecessary or unwanted characters, merge

multiple clips into a single one, print
information, examine clip properties, undo

accidentally deleted clips, as well as customize
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the font type and size. Categories can be
renamed or deleted if you change your mind,
while their contents can be cleared with one
click via the right-click menu. Moreover, it's
possible to preview clips in a web page, send
them as email attachments, enable autosave

mode, convert the text case (lowercase,
uppercase, title case), activate a dynamic

reading mode with a pause option, as well as
clear the Windows Clipboard, among others.

Howdy, this image is about SmallPea
ClipEditor. SmallPea ClipEditor is a free

computer software program, it was released in
2007-08-29 09:51:02. There are about

662240575 bazillion (just over 6.62 billion)
downloads on software.com. Download

SmallPea ClipEditor software now. Why is it
FREE? Most software on this site is FREE, but

some software is sold. We always try to help you
find the correct copy for you, but sometimes

there is no cop. When can I use it? Some
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software is available for any platform but some
software is limited to specific platforms. You

must be able to use the software you need. Is it
safe?

SmallPea ClipEditor Crack Download

A convenient and powerful macro recorder and
editor, designed to save time and increase
productivity. KeyMacro records keyboard

shortcuts in plain text files with any label. It
provides the user with a simple and intuitive

interface that records keyboard shortcuts using a
single click. One can also add notes and edit the

recorded shortcuts. One can also edit the
recorded shortcuts. One can also add notes to

keyboard shortcuts. A clipboard manager is also
included. Version 3.0: Addition of a “Flexible
Edition” which allows recording macros with
and without using the keyboard. Addition of a

“Speed” parameter that lets the user specify the
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number of keystrokes allowed in a shortcut.
Addition of a “Shift” parameter that lets the

user specify the number of keystrokes that has
to be pressed before the macro triggers.

Addition of a “Delete” parameter which allows
the user to erase an already recorded macro

before recording it. Addition of a “Del”
parameter which allows the user to delete a

recorded macro before re-recording it. Addition
of a “Clear” parameter which allows the user to
delete all the macros recorded so far. Addition
of a “Print” option which makes it possible to

print all the macros recorded so far. Addition of
a “Report” option that generates an email with
all the current settings. Addition of an option

that allows the user to record any series of
keystrokes. Addition of an option that allows the
user to create a shortcut from any selected text.

Addition of an option that allows the user to
synchronize the recorded macros with the PC

clock. Addition of an option that allows the user
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to select the default shortcut for the “Run” and
“Run as Administrator” commands. Addition of

an option that allows the user to open any
recorded shortcut as an “Exe File”. Addition of

an option that allows the user to open any
recorded shortcut as a “Document”. Addition of

an option that allows the user to open any
recorded shortcut as a “Desktop Shortcut”.

Addition of an option that allows the user to
open any recorded shortcut as a “Folder

Shortcut”. Addition of an option that allows the
user to open any recorded shortcut as a

“Hyperlink”. Add 77a5ca646e
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SmallPea ClipEditor Crack Free

What is SmallPea ClipEditor? SmallPea
ClipEditor is a powerful Clipboard manager,
designed with ease of use in mind. It monitors
all text copied and inserted into the Windows
Clipboard, thus facilitating a Clipboard history
and manager. It gives you the possibility to
organize the clips in different categories, in
order to keep track of your work and easily
retrace your steps if you forget something.
SmallPea ClipEditor is a lightweight and
portable tool that monitors all text copied, thus
facilitating a Clipboard history and manager. It
gives you the possibility to organize the clips in
different categories, in order to keep track of
your work and easily retrace your steps if you
forget something. Portable tool with a simple
GUI Since there is no installation involved, you
can save the.exe file in any part of the hard disk
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or copy it to a USB flash drive, in order to
launch SmallPea ClipEditor on any computer. It
doesn't add new entries to the Windows registry.
When it comes to the interface, the application
needs some improvements, as the main window
has rudimentary graphical elements which
remind us of older editions of Windows.
Capture and manage text clips The Clipboard
monitoring tool is automatically enabled at
startup and adds new text clips to the list as soon
as they're copied. It's possible to auto-scroll this
list, split clips into different categories, as well
as edit them using any external word processor
you have installed. Furthermore, you can get rid
of unnecessary or unwanted characters, merge
multiple clips into a single one, print
information, examine clip properties, undo
accidentally deleted clips, as well as customize
the font type and size. Categories can be
renamed or deleted if you change your mind,
while their contents can be cleared with one
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click via the right-click menu. Moreover, it's
possible to preview clips in a web page, send
them as email attachments, enable autosave
mode, convert the text case (lowercase,
uppercase, title case), activate a dynamic
reading mode with a pause option, as well as
clear the Windows Clipboard, among others.
Evaluation and conclusion CPU and RAM
consumption was minimal in our tests.
Unfortunately, SmallPea ClipEditor hasn't been
updated for a long time and we couldn't get it to
work on newer Windows models. However, if
you still use older Windows editions, you can
resort to this app for monitoring and managing
text clips, thanks to the fact that it features rich
and intuitive options.

What's New In?

SmallPea ClipEditor is a lightweight and
portable tool that monitors all text copied, thus
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facilitating a Clipboard history and manager. It
gives you the possibility to organize the clips in
different categories, in order to keep track of
your work and easily retrace your steps if you
forget something. Portable tool with a simple
GUI Since there is no installation involved, you
can save the.exe file in any part of the hard disk
or copy it to a USB flash drive, in order to
launch SmallPea ClipEditor on any computer. It
doesn't add new entries to the Windows registry.
When it comes to the interface, the application
needs some improvements, as the main window
has rudimentary graphical elements which
remind us of older editions of Windows.
Capture and manage text clips The Clipboard
monitoring tool is automatically enabled at
startup and adds new text clips to the list as soon
as they're copied. It's possible to auto-scroll this
list, split clips into different categories, as well
as edit them using any external word processor
you have installed. Furthermore, you can get rid
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of unnecessary or unwanted characters, merge
multiple clips into a single one, print
information, examine clip properties, undo
accidentally deleted clips, as well as customize
the font type and size. Categories can be
renamed or deleted if you change your mind,
while their contents can be cleared with one
click via the right-click menu. Moreover, it's
possible to preview clips in a web page, send
them as email attachments, enable autosave
mode, convert the text case (lowercase,
uppercase, title case), activate a dynamic
reading mode with a pause option, as well as
clear the Windows Clipboard, among others.
Evaluation and conclusion CPU and RAM
consumption was minimal in our tests.
Unfortunately, SmallPea ClipEditor hasn't been
updated for a long time and we couldn't get it to
work on newer Windows models. However, if
you still use older Windows editions, you can
resort to this app for monitoring and managing
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text clips, thanks to the fact that it features rich
and intuitive options. Application features: ■ -
Monitor the Clipboard, track your work,
manage your Clipboard history ■ - Organize
your clips by categories ■ - Show, edit and
delete text clips ■ - Preview clips in web page,
send them by email ■ - Convert the text case ■
- Convert the text to uppercase and lowercase ■
- Convert the text to title case ■ - View clip
information ■ - Autosave ■ - Clear the
Windows Clipboard ■ - Print information ■ -
Undo accidentally deleted clips ■ - Convert clip
properties ■ - Add clip to category
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System Requirements For SmallPea ClipEditor:

Windows 10 or higher (Windows 7 32/64 bit
version required) 1.6 GHz PC or faster
processor 2 GB RAM 20 GB free HDD space A
DirectX 9.0 compatible video card with 256MB
VRAM Internet Explorer 11, Mozilla Firefox
38, Google Chrome 35, Microsoft Edge and
Opera 32 are recommended for best experience,
however, other browsers are supported as well.
System Requirements: Windows 7 or Windows
Vista 32/64 bit version 1 GHz PC or faster
processor
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